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UM TO HOST VISITING ARTIST FOR DAY OF DEMONSTRATION, DISCUSSION
MISSOULA Award-winning ceramic and installation artist Sadashi Inuzuka will spend a day at The
University of Montana on Wednesday, Nov. 5. A guest of U M ’s art department, Inuzuka will
conduct two demonstration and discussion sessions and deliver a lecture.
The demonstrations, titled “Combining Ceramics with Technology and Social
Responsibility for A rtists,” will be from 10 a.m. to noon and from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Ceramics
Studio of Art Annex Room 129. Inuzuka’s lecture will be at 6:15 p.m. in Social Science
Building Room 356. All events are free and open to the public.
A professor of ceramics at the University of Michigan, Inuzuka has exhibited in
numerous solo and group shows internationally. He has been an artist in residence and lecturer
in 11 different countries, and his work is included in public and private collections around the
world.
Inuzuka’s installations express the artist’s concerns about ecological imbalances and the
relationship between humans and nature. Each work is created with the intent to transform an
ordinary, sterile space into a meditative haven.
While many of Inuzuka’s installations are large-scale (often upward of 6,000 square
feet), they include hundreds of detailed, totemic ceramic objects, each one unique and

handmade. Producing these objects is labor intensive and repetitive, but Inuzuka says it
immerses him in the “momentum of making” and blurs the distinction between self and whole.
He offers his work as a catalyst for a deeper understanding of life’s mysteries, opening
the way for viewers to come to their own conclusions about what they confront there.
Inuzuka is a Distinguished Alumni of The Emily Carr Institute of Art and Design and
has received grants and awards from The Pew Charitable Trust, The Pollack-Krasner
Foundation and several from the Canada Council for the Arts.
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